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AXS TV Schedule for Mon. July 30, 2012 to Sun. August  5, 2012

Monday July 30, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

IMAX - Hurricane on the Bayou
A powerfully moving large format film unlike any other, Hurricane on the Bayou carries 
audiences behind today’s news headlines on a journey deep into the soul-stirring heart of 
Louisiana - before, during and after the unprecedented devastation of Hurricane Katrina. 
Narrated by Meryl Streep and driven by a rousing jazz, blues, and gospel-fueled soundtrack 
featuring music legends Fats Domino, Aaron Neville, Dr. John and many more, Hurricane on 
the Bayou is both a haunting document of a storm’s human effects and a compelling call 
to restore Louisiana’s wetlands, rebuild New Orleans, and honor the place where America’s 
most vibrant home-grown culture was born.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Hustle

Mickey and the team are thrust into a daring daylight heist to retrieve stolen diamonds that 
are hidden beneath a police station and wanted back by the owner.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

Catch up with the Zac Brown Band and Lady Antebellum, hear music from Dierks Bentley 
and Brad Paisley. Plus we go back in time and reWIND with Brantley Gilbert. Get your weekly 
country fix with Honky Tonk TV!

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Fall Out Boy - Folie à Deux NYC to LA presented by Nokia

Fall out Boy rocks the Nokia Theater Times Square in New York City to celebrate the debut 
of their album Folie à Deux. This high-energy concert special features the band playing their 
biggest hits as well as new songs.

9:55 AM ET / 6:55 AM PT
New Found Glory - Pop Punk’s Not Dead LIve!

The pop punk quintet rocks out in front of a rowdy crowd at Ram’s Head Live! in downtown 
Baltimore with their infectious melodies and sing-along anthems that include their biggest 
hits as well as tunes from their album Radiosurgery.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Redemption - Commander Scott Webster and Lt. Sandy Winters are in flight, testing a plane 
when the engines fail. Commander Webster expertly recovers and lands the plane safely at 
the Naval Air Warfare Center. Commander Harmon “Harm” Rabb, Jr. who will soon begin flight 
duties greets his old friend, Commander Webster, as he and Lt. Winters disembark from their 
aircraft. In the middle of their reunion, Webster is served with a JAG summons for fraternizing 
with Lt. Winters. 

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
JAG

Ambush - In Freetown, Sierra Leone, despite warnings from Gunnery Sergeant Ed Lanier, 
Captain Shepard leads his troop off its peacekeeping mission and into battle with the colonel 
of the rebel forces. Consequently six marines die in the highly publicized incident. 

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Hustle

Mickey and the team are thrust into a daring daylight heist to retrieve stolen diamonds that 
are hidden beneath a police station and wanted back by the owner.

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

San Diego - Zane Lamprey visits San Diego. He drinks at Noble Experiment, a hidden speak-
easy, drinks schooners or beer at the Shore Club, and hangs out with an Arrogant Bastard.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
Danger Zone

An American engineer is sent to East Africa to prevent a potential toxic waste spill and soon 
discovers that he is being used to find hijacked plutonium for the North Koreans. Starring Billy 
Zane, Ron Silver, and Robert Downey, Jr. Directed by Allan Eastman. (1996 - R)

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Hustle

Mickey and the team are thrust into a daring daylight heist to retrieve stolen diamonds that 
are hidden beneath a police station and wanted back by the owner.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Redemption - Commander Scott Webster and Lt. Sandy Winters are in flight, testing a plane 
when the engines fail. Commander Webster expertly recovers and lands the plane safely at 
the Naval Air Warfare Center. Commander Harmon “Harm” Rabb, Jr. who will soon begin flight 
duties greets his old friend, Commander Webster, as he and Lt. Winters disembark from their 
aircraft. In the middle of their reunion, Webster is served with a JAG summons for fraternizing 
with Lt. Winters. 

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Ambush - In Freetown, Sierra Leone, despite warnings from Gunnery Sergeant Ed Lanier, 
Captain Shepard leads his troop off its peacekeeping mission and into battle with the colonel 
of the rebel forces. Consequently six marines die in the highly publicized incident. 

LIVE!
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Inside MMA
Former UFC Heavyweight Champion Cain Velasquez joins Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten to 
discuss why the rematch against current champion Junior Dos Santos is still on hold. Also, 
Rashad Evans talks about whether he will drop a weight class to fight Anderson Silva, 
Brandon Vera previews his UFC headlining bout against Mauricio “Shogun” Rua just days 
before their fight and Ron Kruck talks to Dana White and members of the UFC Hall of Fame 
regarding its selection process.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Ronin

A group of freelance criminals, including a former U.S. Intelligent agent are hired by an 
unidentified person to steal a mysterious briefcase from men whose identities are unknown. 
Starring Robert De Niro, Jean Reno, and Natascha McElhone. Directed by John Franken-
heimer. (1998 - R)

11:15 PM ET / 8:15 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Booneville Brewfest - This tiny village has their own language and they also speak fluent 
good times.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Inside MMA

Former UFC Heavyweight Champion Cain Velasquez joins Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten to 
discuss why the rematch against current champion Junior Dos Santos is still on hold. Also, 
Rashad Evans talks about whether he will drop a weight class to fight Anderson Silva, 
Brandon Vera previews his UFC headlining bout against Mauricio “Shogun” Rua just days 
before their fight and Ron Kruck talks to Dana White and members of the UFC Hall of Fame 
regarding its selection process.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Ronin

A group of freelance criminals, including a former U.S. Intelligent agent are hired by an 
unidentified person to steal a mysterious briefcase from men whose identities are unknown. 
Starring Robert De Niro, Jean Reno, and Natascha McElhone. Directed by John Franken-
heimer. (1998 - R)
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3:15 AM ET / 12:15 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Inside MMA

Former UFC Heavyweight Champion Cain Velasquez joins Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten to 
discuss why the rematch against current champion Junior Dos Santos is still on hold. Also, 
Rashad Evans talks about whether he will drop a weight class to fight Anderson Silva, 
Brandon Vera previews his UFC headlining bout against Mauricio “Shogun” Rua just days 
before their fight and Ron Kruck talks to Dana White and members of the UFC Hall of Fame 
regarding its selection process.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Sound Off with Matt Pinfield

Rob Zombie - Rob Zombie meets up with Matt at the Classic Car Club in New York City to talk 
about his career as the lead singer of White Zombie and his success as a solo performer and 
film director. From his early days as a goth-metal hero to his journey into the theatrical world 
as the horror film director of House of 1,000 Corpses and The Devil’s Rejects, it’s a wild ride 
with one of music’s favorite performers.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Budapest: The Best of Hungary - Budapest, once Vienna’s partner in ruling the Austro-Hun-
garian Empire, feels like the capital of Eastern Europe. It’s actually two cities -- busy Pest and 
noble Buda -- straddling the Danube and laced together by mighty bridges. Capitalism has 
taken hold with gusto as shopping boulevards thrive and stone Lenins and cast-iron Stalins 
litter a theme park at the edge of town. Today Gypsy orchestras feature smoking violins, 
venerable mineral baths are the rage, and 19th century coffeehouses enjoy a renaissance. 
For a taste of the countryside-castles, cathedrals, and riverside villages -- we cruise the 
Danube Bend.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Pacific Rim

Vancouver & Victoria, British Columbia - Vancouver is a vibrant mix of European heritage and 
Asian cultures. Rudy explores this mix of cultures that inspires world-class cuisine, a spirited 
night life and modern Asian shopping centers. Nature is ever-present and Rudy visits a 
temperate rainforest. After a spectacular ferry ride to Victoria Rudy enjoys ‘afternoon tea’ and 
visit the Butchart Gardens.

Tuesday July 31, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Baltic Coasts
Enchanted Islands - Germany’s most popular beach holiday destination Ruegen to the sea 
eagles last resort at Usedom. Early in the morning, when the sea is still foggy at Schaprode 
harbour, a chef carefully selects freshly caught fish, striving for Ruegen’s first Michelin star.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Hustle

The gang poses as a renegade army unit in possession of stolen Libyan gold, hoping to lure 
greedy Dexter Gold into the con.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

This week we catch up with Jason Aldean and Josh Turner. We’ve got music from Carrie 
Underwood and The Band Perry. Plus we go back in time and reWIND with Zac Brown Band.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

8:45 AM ET / 5:45 AM PT
Alice Cooper Live At Montreux

Alice Cooper’s live shows are legendary for their sense of rock theater and sheer visual 
spectacle. Underpinning the visual assault has always been a collection of some of the best 
rock songs around delivered by one of the all-time great front men. This show includes tracks 
from across his career including all the classics you would expect.

10:30 AM ET / 7:30 AM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Jagathon - When a Marine Sergeant is in a motorcycle accident and sustains a potentially 
fatal wound to his leg, Petty Officer Dill comes to the rescue. He uses a tie and a pen to make 
a tourniquet and stops the bleeding, thereby saving the sergeant’s life. However, Petty Officer 
Dill, wearing a Lieutenant’s uniform, is apprehended for impersonating an officer.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
JAG

Answered Prayers - Holiday cheer is suddenly interrupted when two marines chase a Santa 
who is collecting money for charity. The chase moves into the department store and the 
marines finally corner the “Santa” in a dressing room. They arrest the so-called Santa, Petty 
Officer Jennifer Coates.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Hustle

The gang poses as a renegade army unit in possession of stolen Libyan gold, hoping to lure 
greedy Dexter Gold into the con.

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Los Angeles - In the final episode of season one, Zane returns home to Los Angeles. He 
drinks out of fruit at Paradise Cove, takes a flight at Blue Palms Brew House and stops by 
Musso & Franks, a Hollywood institution.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
Ronin

A group of freelance criminals, including a former U.S. Intelligent agent are hired by an 
unidentified person to steal a mysterious briefcase from men whose identities are unknown. 
Starring Robert De Niro, Jean Reno, and Natascha McElhone. Directed by John Franken-
heimer. (1998 - R)

4:45 PM ET / 1:45 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Hustle

The gang poses as a renegade army unit in possession of stolen Libyan gold, hoping to lure 
greedy Dexter Gold into the con.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Jagathon - When a Marine Sergeant is in a motorcycle accident and sustains a potentially 
fatal wound to his leg, Petty Officer Dill comes to the rescue. He uses a tie and a pen to make 
a tourniquet and stops the bleeding, thereby saving the sergeant’s life. However, Petty Officer 
Dill, wearing a Lieutenant’s uniform, is apprehended for impersonating an officer.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Answered Prayers - Holiday cheer is suddenly interrupted when two marines chase a Santa 
who is collecting money for charity. The chase moves into the department store and the 
marines finally corner the “Santa” in a dressing room. They arrest the so-called Santa, Petty 
Officer Jennifer Coates.
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8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Goin’ To Guam - After years of protests in Okinawa, thousands of U.S. Marines are leaving 
the Japanese island for the U.S. territory of Guam, where opposition to the new troops is 
growing. Plus, an update on Iran’s efforts to launder money through western banks. Also, 
letters from viewers.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

Australia’s Lost Eden - Austin heads to northern Australia, determined to photograph the 
extraordinary creatures and reptiles that live there before their pristine habitat is changed for-
ever. As with the rest of the continent, the area’s wildlife is under serious attack by a foreign 
and deadly species of cane toad.

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Last Chance to See

Kakapo - Stephen and Mark head off to see the nocturnal flightless parrot - the Kakapo in 
New Zealand. They fly in a helicopter through the dramatic landscape of Fijordland - the last 
location of the Kakapo on the mainland.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Goin’ To Guam - After years of protests in Okinawa, thousands of U.S. Marines are leaving 
the Japanese island for the U.S. territory of Guam, where opposition to the new troops is 
growing. Plus, an update on Iran’s efforts to launder money through western banks. Also, 
letters from viewers.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

Australia’s Lost Eden - Austin heads to northern Australia, determined to photograph the 
extraordinary creatures and reptiles that live there before their pristine habitat is changed for-
ever. As with the rest of the continent, the area’s wildlife is under serious attack by a foreign 
and deadly species of cane toad.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Last Chance to See

Kakapo - Stephen and Mark head off to see the nocturnal flightless parrot - the Kakapo in 
New Zealand. They fly in a helicopter through the dramatic landscape of Fijordland - the last 
location of the Kakapo on the mainland.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Alps From Above

Slopes and Valleys - Deep underground, tour the tunnels of the salt mine in Berchtesgaden 
and meet a multiple world champion in ice climbing. From high above, view fertile lands and 
the enchanting Lake Tegernsee.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Chennai and Mumbai - At last, Paul arrives in Chennai and heads to the beach to relax. He 
swiftly discovers that relaxing is the last thing Indians do on a beach.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Los Angeles - In the final episode of season one, Zane returns home to Los Angeles. He 
drinks out of fruit at Paradise Cove, takes a flight at Blue Palms Brew House and stops by 
Musso & Franks, a Hollywood institution.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Sound Off with Matt Pinfield

Nickelback - One of today’s biggest rock bands from Canada sits down with Matt to talk 
about their career, major success, and newest release, All The Right Reasons. Chad Kroeger 
and Ryan Peake give insight on their music, which blends into a seamless force of rousing 
choruses, gear-grinding riffs, brassy rhythms and what audiences find to be irresistible 
melodies. Between the platinum success and the sold-out tours, the band seems to keep 
their feet on the ground as witnessed from this chat with Matt.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

 Lisbon and the Algarve - Experiencing the best of Portugal, we start in Lisbon, a ramshackle 
mix of glorious old and fun-loving new. Salty sailors’ quarters and wistful fado singers mix 
with ornate architecture to recall the glory days when Vasco da Gama and Magellan made 
Portugal a world power. Then we head for the south coast of your travel dreams -- the 
Algarve. We explore the Land’s End of Europe -- windy and historic Cape Sagres -- before 
savoring pristine beaches and arm-wrestling octopi in the sleepy fishing village of Salema.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Pacific Rim

Shanghai - China’s new powerhouse, Shanghai dazzles with fantastic skyscrapers, non-stop 
shopping and delicious dining. From traditional Tai Chi in the parks and teahouses to market 
madness and tumbling acrobats, Rudy explores tradition and modernity in this burgeoning 
city.

Wednesday August  1, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Ultra Eye
Marrakech - Explore a style that is uniquely Moroccan. Tour North Africa’s original market-
place, the Souk, and be a personal dinner guest of Mohammed Zkhiri at the world famous 
restaurant Yacout.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Hustle

An international art collector has taken Mickey hostage, now the gang must find what was 
stolen to save him.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

This week we catch up with Lee Brice and Jake Owen. We’ve got music from Edens Edge 
and Jerrod Neimann. Plus we go back in time and reWIND with Sara Evans.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

8:45 AM ET / 5:45 AM PT
Crosby, Stills & Nash 2012

Three of the biggest names in rock n’ roll, David Crosby, Stephen Stills, and Graham Nash, 
present a once-in-a-lifetime concert at the Christopher Cohan Events Center in San Luis 
Obispo. Performing classic rock hits like “Our House” and the rarely performed live “Judy 
Blue Eyes” as well as cover songs from Bob Dylan and Buffalo Springfield. Crosby, Stills & 
Nash prove they are still masters of their craft and still at the top of their game.

10:30 AM ET / 7:30 AM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Capital Crime - In a dark, eerie setting, a female figure runs through the woods being chased 
by a horseman. During the chase, she encounters a ragged and bearded man. She runs from 
him up a hill with the sound of horse hooves beating the ground. The woman tumbles down 
the hill where the horseman stabs her. The woman is Lt. Colonel Sarah “Mac” MacKenzie’s.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
JAG

Code of Conduct - Outside of Kandahar in Afghanistan, a helicopter full of Navy Seals 
descends to retrieve the body of one of their own. As they reach the ground, the unit comes 
under fire from Al Qaeda forces. One of the Seals, Lt. Reese, is shot and killed.
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1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Hustle

An international art collector has taken Mickey hostage, now the gang must find what was 
stolen to save him.

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Phoenix - The series premiere takes Zane Lamprey to Phoenix, Arizona. He meets an illegal 
tequila moonshiner, makes a monster margarita and invents the ranch dressing beer-bomb.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
Swimming Upstream

Australian Tony Fingleton overcomes a troubled family and past to become an Olympic swim-
mer. Starring Geoffrey Rush, Judy Davis, and Jesse Spencer. Directed by Russell Mulcahy. 
(2005 - PG-13)

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Hustle

An international art collector has taken Mickey hostage, now the gang must find what was 
stolen to save him.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Capital Crime - In a dark, eerie setting, a female figure runs through the woods being chased 
by a horseman. During the chase, she encounters a ragged and bearded man. She runs from 
him up a hill with the sound of horse hooves beating the ground. The woman tumbles down 
the hill where the horseman stabs her. The woman is Lt. Colonel Sarah “Mac” MacKenzie’s.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Code of Conduct - Outside of Kandahar in Afghanistan, a helicopter full of Navy Seals 
descends to retrieve the body of one of their own. As they reach the ground, the unit comes 
under fire from Al Qaeda forces. One of the Seals, Lt. Reese, is shot and killed.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Key West - Zane and Steve follow in one of history’s most prolific drinkers, Ernest Heming-
way. They hang out with butt-kicker Pat Croce at his iconic Key West bars. And they find out 
that drinking on Duval Street isn’t really legal...

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Miami - Zane and Steve start the morning with fresh fruit for a 500-person brunch. They 
whip up some “adult” milkshakes. And they take a boat to Virginia key to shotgun beer with 
a squatter.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Snoop Dogg: Live at Lovebox

Headlining at the 2011 Lovebox Festival,, Snoop performed songs from his 1993 hit album 
Doggysyle. Before this festival, Snoop hadn’t performed in London in eighteen years. Long 
overdue, Snoop truly wows the crowd with the performance of all his hits, from “Drop It Like 
It’s Hot” to “What’s My Name”, Snoop once again redefined rap music across the world.

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Lynyrd Skynyrd

With a backbone of Southern rock and country, passionate Van Zandt vocals, and trademark 
layered guitars, Lynyrd Skynyrd deliver renditions of their iconic classics “Sweet Home Ala-
bama,” “Gimme Three Steps,” “That Smell,” and “Simple Man” that will blow you away.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Key West - Zane and Steve follow in one of history’s most prolific drinkers, Ernest Heming-
way. They hang out with butt-kicker Pat Croce at his iconic Key West bars. And they find out 
that drinking on Duval Street isn’t really legal...

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Miami - Zane and Steve start the morning with fresh fruit for a 500-person brunch. They 
whip up some “adult” milkshakes. And they take a boat to Virginia key to shotgun beer with 
a squatter.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Snoop Dogg: Live at Lovebox

Headlining at the 2011 Lovebox Festival,, Snoop performed songs from his 1993 hit album 
Doggysyle. Before this festival, Snoop hadn’t performed in London in eighteen years. Long 
overdue, Snoop truly wows the crowd with the performance of all his hits, from “Drop It Like 
It’s Hot” to “What’s My Name”, Snoop once again redefined rap music across the world.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Lynyrd Skynyrd

With a backbone of Southern rock and country, passionate Van Zandt vocals, and trademark 
layered guitars, Lynyrd Skynyrd deliver renditions of their iconic classics “Sweet Home Ala-
bama,” “Gimme Three Steps,” “That Smell,” and “Simple Man” that will blow you away.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Swimming Upstream

Australian Tony Fingleton overcomes a troubled family and past to become an Olympic swim-
mer. Starring Geoffrey Rush, Judy Davis, and Jesse Spencer. Directed by Russell Mulcahy. 
(2005 - PG-13)

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Phoenix - The series premiere takes Zane Lamprey to Phoenix, Arizona. He meets an illegal 
tequila moonshiner, makes a monster margarita and invents the ranch dressing beer-bomb.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Sound Off with Matt Pinfield

New York Dolls - The band that created “punk” before the term was even created meets 
up with Matt Pinfield at the legendary rock club CBGB in New York City. Lead singer David 
Johansen and guitarist Sylvain Sylvain talk of the early days playing the clubs in lower Man-
hattan to earn a loyal cult following, but being avoided by the record companies due to the 
vulgar lyrics and cross-dressing, which would seem quite the norm in today’s music world. A 
roller-coaster career marred by deaths, drugs and record company/management changes led 
to a triumphant reunion in 2004.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Sevilla and Andalusia - Sevilla is the flamboyant city of Carmen and Don Juan. It’s where 
bullfighting is still politically correct and where little girls dream of growing up to become 
flamenco dancers. Sevilla has soul -- and we feel it in its lacy Moorish palace, massive 
cathedral, lavish royal tombs, labyrinthine Jewish quarter, and its people-filled streets. After 
munching tasty tapas, we head south for Andalusia’s ultimate whitewashed hilltown, Arcos 
de la Frontera.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Pacific Rim

Hong Kong - We get a Pacific Rim rush when we visit energetic, ever-changing Hong Kong. 
On a famous Star Ferry, Rudy savors one of the most majestic skylines on earth. Here, where 
ancient tradition cozies up to ultramodern, we take in monasteries, Chinese herbs and a city 
obsessed with shopping.
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Thursday August  2, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Alps From Above
Slopes and Valleys - Deep underground, tour the tunnels of the salt mine in Berchtesgaden 
and meet a multiple world champion in ice climbing. From high above, view fertile lands and 
the enchanting Lake Tegernsee.

Premiere
7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT

Hustle
The gang plans an inheritance scam to bring down their latest mark, a corrupt cop.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

This week we’ve got Lee Brice and Colt Ford. Our girl Roxy chats with JT Hodges and he 
even plays a song for us. Plus we go back in time and reWIND with family trio The Band 
Perry.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
John Fogerty Live at the Sturgis Buffalo Chip

John Fogerty performs all of his greatest hits and is joined Jeff Bridges for a special rendition 
of “Dude, Dude, Dude, Looking Out My backdoor” and “Proud Mary”.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Stevie Nicks

A radiant Stevie Nicks captivates in her first solo performance to be filmed since 1987. Clad 
in her trademark look of high heels and lace, she elegantly showcases her vocal abilities with 
stunning performances of her best, along with carefully chosen covers for a comprehensive 
career retrospective.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Odd Man Out - During a dark, foggy night, Alpha Company comes under attack by Bravo 
Company during exercise drills. After the commanding officer calls a cease-fire, the men 
learn that Marine Corporal Mark Duquette, the officer on watch, is dead.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
JAG

Head to Toe - In Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, Lt. Joanne Donato dressed in civilian clothing, drives 
herself to a sidewalk café where she is approached by Major Winter of Air Force Security 
Police. He informs her that she must return to the base and change into the proper attire 
consisting of an abaya and a veil, under penalty of arrest. Lt. Donato refuses.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Hustle

The gang plans an inheritance scam to bring down their latest mark, a corrupt cop.

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Santa Fe - Zane visits Santa Fe, New Mexico, where he meets a master margarita maker, 
drinks a beer that can kill chickens and eats some of the hottest chili pepper sauce in the 
state.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
The Endless Summer

Experience Bruce Brown’s digitally remastered timeless masterpiece, which follows two surf-
ers crossing the globe in search of the perfect wave. Starring Mike Hynson, Robert August, 
and Bruce Brown. Directed by Bruce Brown. (1966 - PG)

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Hustle

The gang plans an inheritance scam to bring down their latest mark, a corrupt cop.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG

Odd Man Out - During a dark, foggy night, Alpha Company comes under attack by Bravo 
Company during exercise drills. After the commanding officer calls a cease-fire, the men 
learn that Marine Corporal Mark Duquette, the officer on watch, is dead.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG

Head to Toe - In Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, Lt. Joanne Donato dressed in civilian clothing, drives 
herself to a sidewalk café where she is approached by Major Winter of Air Force Security 
Police. He informs her that she must return to the base and change into the proper attire 
consisting of an abaya and a veil, under penalty of arrest. Lt. Donato refuses.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

The Pink Panther
Inspector Clouseau (Peter Sellers) is a bumbling detective intent on finding the famous Pink 
Panther Diamond after it is stolen by the Phantom, a world renowned jewel thief. Starring 
David Niven, Peter Sellers, and Robert Wagner. Directed by Blake Edwards. (1963 - NR)

Premiere
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT

Art Mann Presents...
The Women’s Beer Olympics - Female athletes compete in slip and slide, flip cup, beer bong, 
corn hole, and volleyball.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Drunken Pirate Fun - The show travels to the Redneck Riviera for the Billy Bowlegs Pirate 
Festival.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
The Pink Panther

Inspector Clouseau (Peter Sellers) is a bumbling detective intent on finding the famous Pink 
Panther Diamond after it is stolen by the Phantom, a world renowned jewel thief. Starring 
David Niven, Peter Sellers, and Robert Wagner. Directed by Blake Edwards. (1963 - NR)

LIVE!
1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT

Sebastian Bach - Kicking & Screaming & Touring
Performing from Club Nokia in Los Angeles, the original voice of Skid Row and iconic rock 
frontman Sebastian Bach will take the stage with his trademark style and swagger for a full-
on rock n’ roll experience.

2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Women’s Beer Olympics - Female athletes compete in slip and slide, flip cup, beer bong, 
corn hole, and volleyball.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Drunken Pirate Fun - The show travels to the Redneck Riviera for the Billy Bowlegs Pirate 
Festival.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Sebastian Bach - Kicking & Screaming & Touring

Performing from Club Nokia in Los Angeles, the original voice of Skid Row and iconic rock 
frontman Sebastian Bach will take the stage with his trademark style and swagger for a full-
on rock n’ roll experience.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.
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5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Pacific Rim

Sydney - Australia’s stunning metropolis, Sydney seduces with its glorious harbor, carefree 
attitude and sunny beaches. From the Opera house to the Harbor Bridge to Circular Quay 
Rudy basks in the sights along the harbor. Excursions take us surfing at Bondi beach and 
exploring the cliffs and rainforests of the Blue Mountains.

Friday August  3, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Austin Stevens Adventures
Australia’s Lost Eden - Austin heads to northern Australia, determined to photograph the 
extraordinary creatures and reptiles that live there before their pristine habitat is changed for-
ever. As with the rest of the continent, the area’s wildlife is under serious attack by a foreign 
and deadly species of cane toad.

Premiere
7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT

Hustle
Mickey and the gang plan on scamming the Devilles with a fake diet treatment, but have the 
grifters gone too far?

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

This week we’ve got music from Carrie Underwood and Rascal Flatts. Roxy chats with 
Blackberry Smoke in Nashville, and Benny D drops the latest news making the rounds in The 
4For4. Plus we go back in time and reWIND with Texas boys, Eli Young Band.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

8:55 AM ET / 5:55 AM PT
George Michael Live in London

George Michael’s recent world tour was an instant sell out, and here George Michael brings 
his show to Earls Court in London where he performs his classic hits to a rapturous crowd. 
From start to finish the hits keep coming and the crowd keeps roaring their approval.

10:30 AM ET / 7:30 AM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

The Mission - In the Khyber Pass in Afghanistan, a spotter on the ground calls for an air 
strike. He has identified 15 heavily armed suspected Al Qaeda members on horseback. Lt. 
Hillyard the ship’s JAG, won’t approve the air strike until the spotter is absolutely certain the 
men are Al Qaeda members. In the time it takes for him to deliberate, the suspected terror-
ists spot the US aircraft and scatter.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
JAG

Exculpatory Evidence - In a meeting with Admiral A.J. Chegwidden and Commander Harmon 
“Harm” Rabb, Jr., Cdr. Sturgis Turner presents his findings in Lt. Bud Roberts’ inquiry. Turner 
is sorry to say that in his opinion, Lt. Roberts did not adequately represent his client. As a 
result, Lt. Roberts will be charged with dereliction of duty due to neglect and culpable inef-
ficiency.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Hustle

Mickey and the gang plan on scamming the Devilles with a fake diet treatment, but have the 
grifters gone too far?

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Austin - Zane rolls into Austin, Texas, where he infuses vodka with fruit, drinks the hottest 
bloody mary in town and tries his hand at an Austin tradition, spiking a watermelon.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
The Pink Panther

Inspector Clouseau (Peter Sellers) is a bumbling detective intent on finding the famous Pink 
Panther Diamond after it is stolen by the Phantom, a world renowned jewel thief. Starring 
David Niven, Peter Sellers, and Robert Wagner. Directed by Blake Edwards. (1963 - NR)

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

LIVE!
5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT

AXSLive
Live realtime coverage of everything and anything happening in the world of pop culture and 
music.

LIVE!
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT

AXS TV Fights
XFC 19 Charlotte Showdown - UFC veteran Corey Hill meets Strikeforce veteran Mike 
Bronzoulis. “Notorious” Nick Newell looks to stay undefeated and Felice “Lil Bulldog” Herrig 
returns to the cage.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
AXSLive

Realtime coverage of everything and anything happening in the world of pop culture and 
music.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
AXS TV Fights

XFC 19 Charlotte Showdown - UFC veteran Corey Hill meets Strikeforce veteran Mike 
Bronzoulis. “Notorious” Nick Newell looks to stay undefeated and Felice “Lil Bulldog” Herrig 
returns to the cage.

Saturday August  4, 2012
7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT

Baltic Coasts
Enchanted Islands - Germany’s most popular beach holiday destination Ruegen to the sea 
eagles last resort at Usedom. Early in the morning, when the sea is still foggy at Schaprode 
harbour, a chef carefully selects freshly caught fish, striving for Ruegen’s first Michelin star.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Alps From Above

Slopes and Valleys - Deep underground, tour the tunnels of the salt mine in Berchtesgaden 
and meet a multiple world champion in ice climbing. From high above, view fertile lands and 
the enchanting Lake Tegernsee.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

In The Running - From a small town in Kenya come most of the world’s greatest marathon 
runners. These men and women could win almost any road race in the world - finishing 
marathons in half the time of the average American - but here they are just another face in 
the crowd. On the eve of the Olympics, we travel to Kenya to see why they can run so fast, 
so far.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

Australia’s Lost Eden - Austin heads to northern Australia, determined to photograph the 
extraordinary creatures and reptiles that live there before their pristine habitat is changed for-
ever. As with the rest of the continent, the area’s wildlife is under serious attack by a foreign 
and deadly species of cane toad.
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11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Chennai and Mumbai - At last, Paul arrives in Chennai and heads to the beach to relax. He 
swiftly discovers that relaxing is the last thing Indians do on a beach.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
IMAX - Hurricane on the Bayou

A powerfully moving large format film unlike any other, Hurricane on the Bayou carries 
audiences behind today’s news headlines on a journey deep into the soul-stirring heart of 
Louisiana - before, during and after the unprecedented devastation of Hurricane Katrina. 
Narrated by Meryl Streep and driven by a rousing jazz, blues, and gospel-fueled soundtrack 
featuring music legends Fats Domino, Aaron Neville, Dr. John and many more, Hurricane on 
the Bayou is both a haunting document of a storm’s human effects and a compelling call 
to restore Louisiana’s wetlands, rebuild New Orleans, and honor the place where America’s 
most vibrant home-grown culture was born.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Alps From Above

Slopes and Valleys - Deep underground, tour the tunnels of the salt mine in Berchtesgaden 
and meet a multiple world champion in ice climbing. From high above, view fertile lands and 
the enchanting Lake Tegernsee.

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Sevilla and Andalusia - Sevilla is the flamboyant city of Carmen and Don Juan. It’s where 
bullfighting is still politically correct and where little girls dream of growing up to become 
flamenco dancers. Sevilla has soul -- and we feel it in its lacy Moorish palace, massive 
cathedral, lavish royal tombs, labyrinthine Jewish quarter, and its people-filled streets. After 
munching tasty tapas, we head south for Andalusia’s ultimate whitewashed hilltown, Arcos 
de la Frontera.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Snoop Dogg: Live at Lovebox

Headlining at the 2011 Lovebox Festival,, Snoop performed songs from his 1993 hit album 
Doggysyle. Before this festival, Snoop hadn’t performed in London in eighteen years. Long 
overdue, Snoop truly wows the crowd with the performance of all his hits, from “Drop It Like 
It’s Hot” to “What’s My Name”, Snoop once again redefined rap music across the world.

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

This week we catch up with Zac Brown Band and Lady Antebellum. Benny D drops the latest 
news making the rounds in the 4For4. Carrie Underwood gets serious. Plus, we go back in 
time and reWIND with the man of the hour, Mr. Brantley Gilbert.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Project Lotus: The Search for Blush

Confidence Wilts At The Academy - Pressure builds during week two at the Academy as 
contestants get a taste of the hard work it takes to make it to the top.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

6:30 PM ET / 3:30 PM PT
Snoop Dogg: Live at Lovebox

Headlining at the 2011 Lovebox Festival,, Snoop performed songs from his 1993 hit album 
Doggysyle. Before this festival, Snoop hadn’t performed in London in eighteen years. Long 
overdue, Snoop truly wows the crowd with the performance of all his hits, from “Drop It Like 
It’s Hot” to “What’s My Name”, Snoop once again redefined rap music across the world.

7:30 PM ET / 4:30 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
A Fish Called Wanda

After stealing a collection of diamonds, a pair of American thieves double cross their British 
cohorts in order to keep the loot for themselves only to find the diamonds have been hidden 
by the man they just betrayed. Starring John Cleese, Jamie Lee Curtis, and Kevin Kline. 
Directed by Charles Chrichton. (1988 - R)

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Women’s Beer Olympics - Female athletes compete in slip and slide, flip cup, beer bong, 
corn hole, and volleyball.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Drunken Pirate Fun - The show travels to the Redneck Riviera for the Billy Bowlegs Pirate 
Festival.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
A Fish Called Wanda

After stealing a collection of diamonds, a pair of American thieves double cross their British 
cohorts in order to keep the loot for themselves only to find the diamonds have been hidden 
by the man they just betrayed. Starring John Cleese, Jamie Lee Curtis, and Kevin Kline. 
Directed by Charles Chrichton. (1988 - R)

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Women’s Beer Olympics - Female athletes compete in slip and slide, flip cup, beer bong, 
corn hole, and volleyball.

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Drunken Pirate Fun - The show travels to the Redneck Riviera for the Billy Bowlegs Pirate 
Festival.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Deadline!

Freaks In Flight - Katie Daryl hits the Red Bull Flugtag launch and co pilots a private plane! 
Wise Porn Stars and surfing dogs are also featured.

2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Bikini Barbershop - Jersey

Ariana - Ariana falls to pieces over her ex as Jeff teaches the girls to shoot first & ask ques-
tions later.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

The Booneville Brewfest - This tiny village has their own language and they also speak fluent 
good times.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Bush: Live From Roseland

The multiplatinum band performs hits “Machinehead,” “Everything Zen” and “Glycerine”, as 
well as songs from Sea of Memories at the Roseland Theater in Portland, Oregon.
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5:35 AM ET / 2:35 AM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

Sunday August  5, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Ultra Eye
Marrakech - Explore a style that is uniquely Moroccan. Tour North Africa’s original market-
place, the Souk, and be a personal dinner guest of Mohammed Zkhiri at the world famous 
restaurant Yacout.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Baltic Coasts

The Nordic South Seas - A helicopter circles stunning Møns Klint, heads westwards where 
the big islands enclose the waters of Smalandshavet before moving on to Greenå, Odense 
and Copenhagen.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Alps From Above

Glaciers and Rolling Hills - The helicopter tour continues across East Tyrol to High Tauern 
National Park and finally settles in Innsbruck.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Goin’ To Guam - After years of protests in Okinawa, thousands of U.S. Marines are leaving 
the Japanese island for the U.S. territory of Guam, where opposition to the new troops is 
growing. Plus, an update on Iran’s efforts to launder money through western banks. Also, 
letters from viewers.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

In The Shadow of Armoured Giants - Austin heads to the grasslands of Swaziland in search of 
the rare and elusive rhino. Although rhinos are one of the deadliest animals in Africa, Austin 
wants to get up close to photograph them.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Paul Merton: In Europe

Germany - Beginning in Germany, Paul meets the leader of a political movement known as 
the Apple Front before enjoying a chess boxing match in a Berlin sports hall. Next, he meets 
a former truck driver who practices the dying art of giant bunny breeding, and samples the 
delights of naked bowling. The first leg of Paul’s tour ends with a bizarre spa treatment in a 
hotel on the Austrian border.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
A Fish Called Wanda

After stealing a collection of diamonds, a pair of American thieves double cross their British 
cohorts in order to keep the loot for themselves only to find the diamonds have been hidden 
by the man they just betrayed. Starring John Cleese, Jamie Lee Curtis, and Kevin Kline. 
Directed by Charles Chrichton. (1988 - R)

Premiere
2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT

Honky Tonk TV: Your Country
We’ve got Eric Church and actress turned singer Jana Kramer. Benny D makes the rounds in 
The 4For4. Live music from Florida Georgia Line. Plus, we go back in time and reWIND with 
Miranda Lambert.

Premiere
2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT

Project Lotus: The Search for Blush
Lotus in Manila - The academy moves to Manila to find the Filipino finalists, before the top 
three from each country come back to Hong Kong to compete for a place in the final.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.

3:55 PM ET / 12:55 PM PT
Chicago in Chicago

The legendary band Chicago makes a triumphant return to its namesake city. Set against 
the stunning background of Lake Michigan, they wow a sold-out crowd at the Charter One 
Pavilion with an evening of hits including “Saturday in the Park,” “Make Me Smile” & “You’re 
the Inspiration.” To end the night, the hometown headliners are joined onstage by the Doobie 
Brothers for an unbelievable encore, which includes “25 or 6 to 4” and “Does Anybody Really 
Know What Time It Is?”.

5:40 PM ET / 2:40 PM PT
The Rolling Stones: At The Max

From the European leg of the Stones’ Steel Wheels tour, At the Max boasts the band at their 
best and an extraordinary stage with inflatable floozies and wild dogs. The Stones’ set list 
emphasizes material from the late 1960s and early ‘70s as well as the Steel Wheels material, 
but the band’s performance is so furious that the show is far from a pandering oldies act.

7:15 PM ET / 4:15 PM PT
Boyz II Men: Motown A Journey Through Hitsville USA Live

Boyz II Men, the most commercially successful R&B male vocal group of all time, brings 
new life and harmonies to classic Motown standards that capture the vibe, energy and the 
feel of soulful classics. The four-time Grammy Award winning vocalists perform Motown hits 
including “Tracks of My Tears”, “War”, “Mercy Mercy Me (The Ecology)”, “Reach Out/I’ll Be 
There”, and more. With a special guest performance by Brian McKnight, this is a must see, 
multi-generational show for the whole family.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Tower of Power 40th Anniversary Concert at the Fillmore, SF
For more than 40 years, Tower of Power have delivered their brand of funky rhythms and 
driving grooves to fans across the world. With a soaring horn section, soulful vocals and one 
of the tightest rhythm sections in the business, the funk-soul outfit is renowned as a must-
see act. Combining R&B classics with jazzy hits, Tower of Power performs for a sold-out 
crowd in this spectacular concert. More than three decades ago the group dropped the hit 
“What is Hip?” They still have the answer.

10:10 PM ET / 7:10 PM PT
Stax Records 50th Anniversary Concert

The monumental and visionary Stax Record label, founded in 1957 in Memphis, Tennessee, 
celebrates its 50th anniversary in a star-studded concert event. Hosted by Public Enemy’s 
Chuck D and Randy Jackson of American Idol, the lineup includes Angie Stone, the Reddings, 
Booker T and the MGs, Mavis Staples, Isaac Hayes, and more. Don’t miss this once in a life 
time concert event that gathers these legends of soul in one magical night. Only on HDNet. 

11:55 PM ET / 8:55 PM PT
Presents Phil Collins - Going Back

Filmed in the intimate surroundings of New York’s famous Roseland Ballroom, this is a real 
chance to get up close and personal as Phil Collins faithfully recreates the soul and Motown 
classics that he loved as a teenager.

12:55 AM ET / 9:55 PM PT
Tower of Power 40th Anniversary Concert at the Fillmore, SF

For more than 40 years, Tower of Power have delivered their brand of funky rhythms and 
driving grooves to fans across the world. With a soaring horn section, soulful vocals and one 
of the tightest rhythm sections in the business, the funk-soul outfit is renowned as a must-
see act. Combining R&B classics with jazzy hits, Tower of Power performs for a sold-out 
crowd in this spectacular concert. More than three decades ago the group dropped the hit 
“What is Hip?” They still have the answer.
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3:05 AM ET / 12:05 AM PT
Stax Records 50th Anniversary Concert

The monumental and visionary Stax Record label, founded in 1957 in Memphis, Tennessee, 
celebrates its 50th anniversary in a star-studded concert event. Hosted by Public Enemy’s 
Chuck D and Randy Jackson of American Idol, the lineup includes Angie Stone, the Reddings, 
Booker T and the MGs, Mavis Staples, Isaac Hayes, and more. Don’t miss this once in a life 
time concert event that gathers these legends of soul in one magical night. Only on HDNet. 

4:50 AM ET / 1:50 AM PT
Presents Phil Collins - Going Back

Filmed in the intimate surroundings of New York’s famous Roseland Ballroom, this is a real 
chance to get up close and personal as Phil Collins faithfully recreates the soul and Motown 
classics that he loved as a teenager.

5:50 AM ET / 2:50 AM PT
All AXS

All AXS is your backstage pass to the biggest events and interviews with today’s headlining 
artists.


